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To freshmen, the magnitude of
Assumption was overwhelming in
every respect. We felt that Assumption
in 1965 was no different from the
Assumption of ten or twenty years
earlier, and that there would be few or
no changes in the future. We have
been indeed shocked because, if there
is one factor which has remained
constant, it's been flux.

In that environment of change, we —
and the school as a whole — have been
forced to search for our separate
identities. We no longer stand in
unquestioning awe but rather in critical
appraisal.

The school itself has been forced
to search for its identity

It is, though, the
change in attitude, the
inner revitalization of the
school, which is more
subtle and consequently
more interesting. The
school has realized that
we, the students, must
do our own growing. Real
learning can not be
crammed into a student
in a forty-five minute
task period; hence, the
concept of independent
study came into
existence.
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The new conception of Assumption is not
one of a tiny European boarding school, a
sort of "frog hill", neatly tucked away
somewhere in the French countryside, but
rather of a dynamic college preparatory
school in an American urban-suburban
environment.

The homey security of what was once Assumption is
now forever gone. The day-hops have been uprooted
from Study I, their creaky, spitball-spewing home
base. Indeed, change often means discomfort. No
longer will we who were residents fall asleep to the
tune of J.M.'s midnight monologues about the
"thing". We can all sav we've matured or at least have

There are certain aspects of
Assumption, however, which
haven't changed and which we
hope will always remain a part of
its tradition. We still scream our
hearts out at basketball games,
sometimes to excess, and
Assumption continues to
remember Father D'Alzon,
especially on Halloween. He
certainly wouldn't recognize us as
his students; nonetheless, we
maintain his standards of
excellence.
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I

Oliver R. Blanchette, A.A.
Headmaster
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Nap C. Dufault, Academic Dean

R

Edward R. McCarthy, Director of Admissions

Robert F. Flagg, Dean of Students

Vincent R. Dolbec, A.A., Former Headmaster

Joseph L. E. Mondor, College Counselor
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Olive E. Laurence. Administration

Denise C. Bleau, Administration

Isabelle Boissonneault, Administration

Linda R. Malo, Administration

C. Mary McLoughlin, Admission

Caron Wentzell, Library
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1

Otilia Dufault, Infirmary

Annette Gauthier, Treasury

Rose Dube. Treasury

Adele Ringiewicz, Treasury

Linda Lockwood, Switchboard

Marion Warren, Switchboard

Alice Dunphy, Kitchen
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Charles A. Gelinas, English

Eugene F. Thuot, A.A., English
24

Gerard E. Messier, A.A., French

Yvon R. Dubois, A.A., French

Etienne L. Aubert, A.A., French
25

Valter J. Fields, Math

lichard E. O'Neil, Math

Charles E. Brussard, Math

John D. Corbeil, Math
29

Ronald W. Pacy, History

Robert J. Cormier, History
Henry T. Callan, Library, History

Donald R. Labrie, History
32

James C. McManus, Reading, History
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SENIOR CLASS
REPRESENTATIVES

President, student-faculty senate

Brett Martin Devine
'Dino' . . . likes exams and P.J. in that order . . . always accused of
being a farmer . . . hopes to earn enough money to be disrespectful to
it . . . "So much depends upon a red wheelbarrow glazed with rain
water beside the white chickens."
Y.C.S. 1, 2, 3; Ski Club 1; Consider 1, 2, 3; Service Corps 1, 2, 3, 4;
Student-Faculty Senate 3; Senate President 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4;
Tennis 2, 3; Swimming 3, 4; Honor roll 1, 2, 3, 4; N.H.S. 4; Cum Laude
Society 4.
218 Linden Street Berlin, Mass.

Robert Thomas Howarth
'Howie' . . . cleaning tills for the work program . . . those club
meetings on Friday nights . . . "The most infamous crime is a friend's
betrayal of his friend's confidence."
Service Corps 1, 2, Vice-president 3, President 4; Prom Committee
Chairman 3, 4; Student-Faculty Senate 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3;
Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 4.
172 Park Avenue Worcester, Mass.

James Ford Reynolds
'Jimmy Brown' . . . 'Rimmer' ... the tennis stalwart of the class? . . .
spent the winter of his junior year warming the bench . . . "Sugar"
dislikes those steel-racketed, smooth talking, prepper tennis players
. . . "The heart has powers of which the mind and body know nothing"
. . . the physics lab stoboscope . . . college . . . international relations.
Y.C.S. 2, 3; Math Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Service Corps 3; Student Council 2;
Student-Faculty Senate 3, 4; Culture Club 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4;
Tennis 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Honor roll 1, 2, 3, 4; N.H.S. 4; Cum
Laude Society 4.
20 Rexhame Road Worcester, Mass.

Charles Anthony Vella
'Chuck' . . . doesn't like much . . . "Remember: a wet bird never flies
at night" . . . dislikes a number of things ... "I tell them: if you see a
slave sleeping, wake him and explain to him freedom" . . . college . . .
medicine.
Service Corps 1; Choir 1; Y.C.S. 2, 3; Boxing 3; Class President 2;
Student-Faculty Senate 3, 4; Prom Committee 3, co-chairman 4; Flag
football 1, 2, 3; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural volleyball 2;
Intramural soccer 3; Soccer 4.
135 Erwin Street Boonville, New York
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Joseph E. Anastasi
"My weekends" . . . pool . . . girls! . . . good Italian food . . . hates
those Saturday classes . . . "Life is not a bed of roses" . . . college
. . . plans to major in history.
Service Corps 1, 2, 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 1,
2, 3, 4; Volleyball 1, 4; Track 2.
12 Mckinstry Drive Oxford, Mass.

Robert Sante Andreoli
'Andy' . . . holds the A.P.S. record for detentions ... "I ain't proud"
. . . Mr. Foley's favorite student??? . . . Mama's lasagne, ravioli, pizza
. . . "Never give up, never give in" . . . college . . . law.
Debate Club 1; Boxing 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2; Intramural basketball 1,
2, 3, 4; Soccer 2, 3, 4; Honor roll 1, 2, 4.
123 Main Street Stafford Springs, Conn.

John Alonso Andriski
'Toddler' . . . mercury cyclones . . . "If it weren't for French and
language lab" . . . college . . . electronics.
Explorers 1, 2; Radio Club 3, 4; Rifle Club 3, 4.
82 North Main Street Oakdale, Mass.
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John Joseph Basnight
'Jay' . . . Nobody better borrow money from him . . . "Fine" . . . "No
man is an island" . . . college . . . accounting.
Heritage 3; Radio Club 2; Boxing 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3; Intramural
basketball 2, 3, 4; Football 4; Track 4.
36 Summerset Drive East Hartford, Conn.

Richard Bruce Belmonte
'Bopper' . . . basketball games after school . . . can't stand book
reports and English comps . . . college . . . chemistry.
Math Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Bridge Club 3; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural
basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Paddle ball 2; Intramural soccer 3, 4; Honor roll 1,
2, 4; Cum Laude Society 4.
22 Plantation Street Worcester, Mass.

Alan Gerard Bonneau
'Bone' . . . hates Saturday classes . . . "Why does it take his death to
see the good in a man."
Y.C.S. 2, 3; Explorers 1, 2, 3; Les Enfants sur la Place 1, 2, 3, 4; Flag
football 2, 3; Intramural basketball 3, 4; Football 1; Basketball 1, 2;
Soccer 4.
8 Surburban Road Worcester, Mass.
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Robert Allen Bonneau
'Bob' . . . likes music and skiing . . . "Boss" . . . "Parting is all we
know of Heaven and all we need of Hell" . . . college . . . business
administration.
Choir 1, 2; Service Corps 1, 2, 3, 4; Y.A.F. 2; Press Club 3; Flag football
1, 2, 3; Intramural basketball 1, 2; Swimming 3, 4; Track 3. 4; Soccer 4.
Putney Road Brattleboro, Vermont

Richard Joseph Bors
'Gomer' . . . girls . . . against plaid pants and thick-wrist watch bands
. . . "Dog-gone it!" . . . college . . . science.
Flag football 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Honor roll 1, 2, 3,
4.
36 Fairfax Road Worcester, Mass.

Kevin John Burns
'Burnsy' . . . girls . . . classical and pop music . . . sports . . .
"There's not enough dances" . . . wishes there weren't any Saturday
classes . . . "Judas Priest" . . . college . . . law.
Service Corps 1, 4; Operetta 2, 3, 4; Bridge Club 3; Culture Club 4; Flag
football 1, 2; Intramural basketball 3, 4; Football 1; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4;
N.H.S. 4; Cum Laude Society 4.
53 Ashley Road Holyoke, Mass.
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Edward Daniel Callahan III
'Ed' . . . P.G. . . . graduated from St. Mary's High School in Lynn . . .
class of '68 — now '69 . . . college . . . teaching.
Film Club 4.
10 Sylvan Cirlce Lynnfield, Mass.

Peter Michael Caron
'P.J.' . . . likes snow days and dances . . . late sleep Sunday . . . pizza
. . . that hairy-chested mooch across the hall . . . hot dogs and beans
— "another lousy meal" . . . college . . . engineering.
Math Club 1; Y.A.F. 2, 3, 4; Radio Club 2; N.H.S. 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2;
Intramural basketball 2, 3, 4; Cross-Country 3, 4; Track 3, 4; Honor roll
1, 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 4.
5 Riverbank Road Salem, Mass.
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David William Carr
'Cuss' . . . exclusively Camel Cigarettes . . . black jack games in the
lounge . . . Sonny and Cher ... Bob Dylan ... "I see black crows but
I don't feel much like a scarecrow today."
Debate Club 1, 2; Math Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Y.C.S. 2, 3; Honor roll 1, 2, 4;
Cum Laude Society 4.
15 Stearns Street Worcester, Mass.
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Thomas Edward Casaubon
'Caz' . . . baseball and girls (not necessarily in that order) ... if only
he didn't have to get up for breakfast . . . "I stand before my highest
mountain and before my longest journey and therefore, must I descend
deeper than I have ever before descended."
Radio Club 1; Operetta 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 1; Flag football 3;
Swimming 3, 4; Honor roll 3, 4.
415 Hamilton Street Southbridge, Mass.

Brian Chandley
'Chan' . . . loves guitar and piano . . . Venerini record hops ... oh,
those kids who leech cigarettes! . . . "When the going gets tough - the
tough get going" . . . (referring to himself).
Explorers 3; Boxing 3; Winter Carnival Committee 3; Prom Committee 4;
Social Committee 4; School Band 1, 2, 3; Flag football 2; Intramural
basketball 2, 3.
20 Frothingham Road Worcester, Mass.

Yung Sung Chang
'Chang' . . . Korea . . . will challenge anyone to karate . . . the
mountain of Pepsi-Cola cans — don't touch . . . collection of bouncing
head . . . mail from Korea — everyday . . . "Spirit, respect,
concentration" . . . college . . . engineering.
Math Club 3, 4; International Club 3, 4; Soccer 4.
Pusan, South Korea
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Richard Arthur Choiniere
'Goose' . . . likes girls and water-skiing . . . "Tell me I wouldn't" . . .
dislikes long chem tasks ... "A small man may cast a big shadow"
. . . college . . . engineering.
Boxing 3; French Club 2, 3; Chess Club 3; Social Committee 4; Memini
Staff 4; Flag football 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural
soccer 3. 4; N.H.S. 4; Cum Laude Society 4; Quill & Scroll Society 4.
Killdeer Island Webster, Mass.

Michael Clancy
'Clantz' . . . dislikes having his picture taken ... or getting a haircut
. . . cars ... the Beginning . . . college . . . writing.
8 Conant Road Weston, Mass.

Robert George Coutu
'Bob' . . . transferred from St. Mary's, Claremont, N.H. . . . sports . . .
broads . . . math . . . hates a proctored hall and weekends at A.P.S.
. . . never drinks . . . "If at first you don't succeed, cry and cry again"
. . . college . . . accounting or psychology.
Film Club 4; Flag football 4; Intramural basketball 4; Intramural Soccer
4; N.H.S. 4.
131 Myrtle Street Claremont, N.H.
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Mark Joseph Cragan
'Harry' . .
. hates
in general
get rained

. last to get his license . . . cutting up
all referees and tall guards . . . physics
. . . signs? . . . "You win some — you
out" ... "I wasn't much good but at

Davis and Reynolds
quizzes - chemistry
loose some — some
least I played" . . .

college . . . engineering.
Student Council 2; Flag football 1, 2. 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3. 4; Baseball
1, 2, 3, (Capt.) 4; Honor roll 1, 2, 3, 4; N.H.S. 4.
64 Anderson Avenue Holden, Mass.

Henry Wilson Davis, Jr.
'Hank' . . . "If I'm not home try Cragan's" ... For sale sign . . .
Father D'Alzon's tailor . . . cutting up Cragan and Reynolds ... not
phased by the drudgeries of school . . . reknown for lunchtime.comps
. . . suffered through four years of French . . . "It's not what you know
that counts, it's what you can make people think you know" . . .
college . . . pre-med.
Explorers 2, 3, 4; Student Council 1, 2; Treasurer 1; History Club 2;
' Memini Staff 4; Intramural basketball 2, 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4;
Basketball 1, (manager) 4; N.H.S. 4; Quill and Scroll Society 4.
21 Woodland Heights West Boylston, Mass.

Lawrence Paul Desmarais, Jr.
'Beep' . . . sports . . . cars . . . Assumption Prep food - ugh! . . .
"Ya, you're alright" . . . college . . . draftsman.
Ski Club 1, 2; Explorers 1, 2, 3, 4; Service Corps 1, 2, 3, 4; Flag football
1; Intramural basketball 1, 2; Track 2, 3, (Capt.) 4; Cross-Country 2,
(Co-Capt.) 3, 4; Swimming 3.
19 Claron Terrace South Hadley, Maine
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David James Dixon
'Dix' . . . girls . . . V.W.'s . . . can't rise at 6:50 . . . "Be good" . . .
"To get maximum attention, it's hard to beat a good, big mistake" .
college . . . liberal arts.
Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4.
Oneco, Connecticut

John Eugene Doerr
'Jack' . . . '64 Rambler . . , can never stay awake in class . . . history
. . . pitch games after lunch in the lounge . . . those week-night classes
coming from the woods of Grafton . . . "Someday, we are told, the
machines will take over the world, which is why we always talk very
politely on telephones when a recording answers" . . . college . . . law.
Service Corps 3, 4; History Club 2, 3; Math Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Memini Staff
4; Flag football 1, 2, 4; Intramural basketball 1, 3, 4; Intramural soccer
3, 4; Soccer 3; Honor roll 1, 2, 3, 4; N.H.S. 4; Cum Laude Society 4;
Quill & Scroll Society 4.
6 Garden Street Grafton, Mass.

Gilbert P. Dominique
'Gilly' . . . girls . . . sports . . . cars . . . "Ya, right" . . . he's known
as Pele during the soccer season . . . college . . . businessman in Haiti.
Explorers 3, 4; Press Club 3; Operetta 3, 4; International Club 3, 4; Les
Enfants sur La Place 3, 4; Flag football 3, 4; Intramural basketball 3, 4;
Intramural soccer 3; Track 3, 4; Soccer 3, (Capt.) 4.
Port-au-Prince, Haiti — West Indies
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David John Dowd
'Dave' . . . dating . . . photography . . . Simon & Garfunkel . . . "The
American Revolution" . . . hates curfews and study halls . . . college
. . . business administration.
Social Committee 3. 4; Film Club 4; Service Corps 3; Explorers 2, 3, 4;
Flag football 2, 3; Intramural basketball 2, 3. 4; Honor roll 2, 4.
44 Keith Hill Road Grafton, Mass.

Michael Arthur Duffy
'Deputy Duss' . . . Italian food . . . Italian nurses . . . good music . . .
"Co-operation is a two way street" . . . despises physics . . . physical
education.
Service Corps 3, 4; School Band 3; Prom Committee 4; Winter Carnival
Committee 3; Intramural basketball 3, 4.
30 Eunice Avenue Worcester, Mass.

Yves Dufresne, Jr.
Canada . . . "La vie est peut-etre la mort et la mort est peut-etre la vie"
. . . "Aucune richesse ni aucune gloire ne remplacera I'ivresse de
I'amour" . . . college . . . business administration or dentistry.
International Club 4; Film Club 4; Flag football 4.
1170 Terrasse Turcotte Trois Rivieres, Canada
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Paul Swan Dunigan
'Dune' . . . "Smelly socks cause lung cancer" . . . psyche! . . . "They
come from here and there and you and me, and brother can't you see,
we can't go on this way" . . . college.
Service Corps 2, 3, 4; Explorers 3, 4; Film Club 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3,
4; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural soccer 3, 4; Swimming 3,
4; Honor roll 1, 2, 3, 4.
134 Lovell Road Holden, Mass.

Gerard Roland Ethier
'Jerry' . . . those little things that mean a lot . . . "The cake is cut"
. . . "No man has a soul of his own, but he is part of one big soul" . . .
college . . . psychology.
Student Council 1; Service Corps 1, 2, 3, 4; Choir 1, 2; Boxing 3; Flag
football 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Volleyball 1, 2, 3;
Softball 1, 2, 3.
Oakham Road Barre Plains, Mass.

Paul Louis Fontaine
'Frog' . . . radio . . . girls . . . blues . . . food . . . "Now Gents" . . .
why language labs? . . . college . . . teaching.
Service Corps 3, 4; Ski Club 2, 3, 4; French Club 4; History Club 3; Press
Club 3; Operetta 3; Y.A.F. 3, 4; Explorers (Vice-president) 4; Flag
football 2; Soccer 3, 4; Swimming 3, 4.
43 Foster Avenue Auburn, Maine
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Robert Mark Fontaine
'Bob' . . . weight lifting . . . soul music . . . skiing . . . swimming . . .
those Saturday morning classes . . . "Eh, Kis" . . . "Freedom means
responsibility."
Staff Phase II 3; Senior Lifesaving 3, 4; Flag football 3; Football 4;
Honor roll 3, 4.
67 Old Greene Road Lewiston, Maine

Michael Bernard Fox
'Foxy' . . . class spokesman for Mr. Trudeau's French class . . .
Worcester Bus Company . . . sports . . . that Fairlane ... a southpaw
"All you need is love" . . . college . . . business.
Service Corps 2, 3, 4; Explorers 1, 2; Y.C.S. 1, 2, 3; History Club 2, 3;
Culture Club 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 3, 4;
Basketball 1, 2; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; N.H.S. 3, 4; Honor roll 1, 2, 3, 4.
92 Brattle Street Worcester, Mass.

Michael Joseph Gagnon
'Mike' . . . girls . . . sports . . . "That's close" . . . Saturday morning
classes - aaaah! . . . "The best place to find a helping hand is at the
end of your arm."
Explorers 2; Basketball 1, 2, 3; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Football 1, 2, 3,
(Capt.) 4.
7 Prospect Street Livermore Falls, Maine
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Paul Rene Gagnon
"Individuality is the spice of life" . . . sports . . . girls . . . radio . . .
football ... the food — eech! . . . "Without sweat and toil no work is
perfect" . . . college . . . medicine or teaching.
Intramural basketball 3, 4; Basketball 2; Track 3, 4; Football 3, 4;
N.H.S. 4.
Main Street Sommersville, Connecticut

Richard Joseph Gambrill
'Bamby' . . . girls . . . reading . . . can't stand traditions . . .
"Something there is that doesn't love a wall" . . . college . . . liberal
arts.
Service Corps 4; Flag football 3, 4; Intramural basketball 4; Volleyball 4;
Intramural soccer 3, 4; Honor roll 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 4.
5215 Moorland Lane Bethesda, Maryland

Benedict Joseph Gargulinski
'Hooper' . . . basketball . . . "Get lost, clown!" . . . 3:30 dismissal?
. . . college.
Flag football 1, 2; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4.
Wilder Road Sterling, Mass.
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John Patrick Garrity, Jr.
"Yeah, I'm sure" . . . sports . . . history . . . "There is nothing wrong
with making mistakes; just don't respond with encores" . . . college
. . . law.
Explorers 1, 2; Flag football 1, 2; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer
2; Honor roll 3.
236 Water Street Clinton, Mass.

Joseph Michael Gezo
'Ozeg' . . . football . . . eating . . . soul music . . . won "fat man's
race" in junior year . . . "You'll get over it" . . . A.P.S. food — terrible
. . . "I recognize that there is nothing better than to be glad and to do
well during life" . . . college . . . priesthood.
Service Corps 3, 4; Senior Life-saving 3, 4; Flag football 3; Intramural
basketball 3, 4; Intramural soccer 3, 4; Football 4; Honor roll 3, 4;
N.H.S. 4; Cum Laude Society 4.
1075 Ninth Avenue Brackenridge, Pennsylvania

William Donald Goulet
'Bill' . . . math . . . soccer . . . lives for Pop's French classes? . . .
"This is true" . . . "One reason experience is such a good teacher is
that she doesn't allow dropouts" . . . college . . . engineering.
Math Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 2, 3, 4; Intramural soccer 3,
4; Soccer 3, 4; Honor roll 1, 2, 3, 4.
164 Ferry Street South Grafton, Mass.
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Raymond Louis Grenier
'Ray' . . . 'Atlas' . . . likes Frank Zappa . . . "Kill ugly radio!"
Service Corps 2, 3, 4; Explorers 1, 2; Les Enfants sur La Place 3, 4; Flag
football 1, 2, 3; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer
4; Honor roll 1.
42 Hancock Hill Drive Worcester, Mass.

William Robert Grise, Jr.
'Willie' . . . 'Curly' . . . A.P.S. food . . . why P. Etienne again? . . .
Saturday mornings — yawn . . . him, sit still? . . . "Experience is a
good school, but the fees are high" . . . college . . . priesthood.
Service Corps 3, 4; Social Committee 3, 4; Math Club 4; Intramural
basketball 3, 4; Track 3, 4; N.H.S. 3, 4; Honor roll 3, 4; Cum Laude
Society 4.
21 Salem Street Spencer, Mass.

Peter Howard Hall
'Doc' . . . 'Pete' . . . water skiing . . . basketball . . . photographing
girls . . . "Lose an hour in the morning and you will be looking for it
the rest of the day" . . . college . . . medicine.
Film Club 4; Radio Club 4; Intramural basketball 4.
50 North 4th Street Old Town, Maine
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John Douglas Havens
'Doug' . . . yoga . . . Cape Cod girls . . . classical music . . . "You
wouldn't believe it!!!" . . . those messy roommates . . . "We too often
love things and use people when we should be using things and loving
people."
Service Corps 3; Chess Club 3; Bridge Club 3; Les Enfants sur La Place
3, 4; Art Class 3, 4; Operetta 2, 3, 4; Y.A.F. 2, 3, 4; Flag football 1;
Honor roll 3, 4.
P.O. Box 458 Centerville, Mass.

Ronald Jerome Hebert
'Hebes' . . . 'Huba' . . . girls . . . vets . . . "What's happening???" . . .
hates Fords . . . "Winning isn't everything — but wanting to win is"
. . . college . . . electrical engineering.
Explorers 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural Ping Pong Champ 1; Flag football 2;
Intramural basketball 1, 3, 4; Basketball 2; Tennis 2, 3; Swimming 4.
982 Stafford Street Rochdale, Mass.

Robert Joseph Hess
'Bob' . . . girls . . . sports . . . good food . . . "Work fascinates me, I
could sit and watch it for hours" . . . nosey hall proctors and
roommates who eat cold cereal at night destroy his happiness . . .
college.
Explorers 2, 3, 4; Flag football 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 2, 3, 4;
Tennis 2, 3, 4; Honor roll 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 4.
105 James Street Boonville, New York
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Thomas Albert Hickey III
'T.Q.' . . . 'Hicker' . . . 5'4" brunettes . . . sports . . . fast Camaros
. . . "C'est la vie" ... oh those dances at Marian . . . "Don't put off
for tomorrow, what you can do today" . . . college . . . law.
Service Corps 1, 2, 3, (Vice-president) 4; Y.C.S. 1, 2; History Club 3;
Culture Club 4; Flag football 1; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 4; Baseball 2,
3, 4; Honor roll 1, 2, 4; N.H.S. 4; Cum Laude Society 4.
32 Wiltshire Drive Worcester, Mass.

James Martin Hoban III
'Hobes' . . . Latin with the 'Mother' . . . weekends in Clinton . . .
"Prepper power" . . . those Saturday morning classes . . . "Where's
Fontaine?" . . . "Statistics are no substitute for judgment."
Service Corps 2; Press Club 3; Tutor 2, 3; Flag football 2, 3; Intramural
basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Honor roll 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 4.
215 Walnut Street Clinton, Mass.

Roger Paul Joseph
'Rog' . . . "$2.50 a comp" . . . somehow coaxes a profit from the
stationery store . . . "Boy, are you weird!" . . . has a blood-curdling
laugh . . . "No matter how thin you slice it, its still baloney" . . . "To
be human is a privilege, not an excuse" . . . college . . . political
science.
Math Club 2, 3, 4; Y.A.F. 2, 3, 4; Memini Staff 4; Intramural basketball
1, 2, 3; Cross-Country 1, (Manager) 2, 3, 4; N.H.S. 3, 4; Honor roll 1, 2,
3, 4; Cum Laude Society 4; Quill & Scroll Society 4.
43 Weybosset Street Fall River, Mass.
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Stephen Paul Kelly
'Kell' . . . digs blonde hair and blue eyes . . . underground music . . .
always prepared for anything, except school . . . "Wow!" . . . hates
nosey people . . . "Love is not a product of plasticity" . . . college . . .
English.
Service Corps 3, 4; Explorers 1, 2, 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2; Intramural
basketball 2, 3.
57 Proctor Street Worcester, Mass.

John Francis Kenney
'Jack' . . . music - Judy Collins . . . sports . . . controversial novels
wary of part-time hippies . . . "Tomorrow, tomorrow, and
tomorrow" . . . "The time has come today" . . . college ... law or
engineering.
Service Corps 1, 2, 3, 4; Ski Club 1; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural
basketball 3; Baseball 1; Basketball 1, 2.
44 Oak Ridge Road Holden, Mass.

Harry Paul Kotseas
'Greek' . . . girls . . . Model A's . . . "Keep the faith" . . . "Not
ignorance, but the ignorance of ignorance, is the death of knowledge."
38 Loring Street Auburn, Mass.
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Joseph Wilfrid Lacroix
'Mervin' . . . modern music . . . cribbage . . . despises conceited girls
. . . "Collecting anything on purpose seems silly when you think how
easily things tend to collect by themselves" . . . college . . . political
science.
Explorers 1, 2, 3; Radio Club 2; Operetta 3.
85 Cherry Street Spencer, Mass.

Ronald Francis Landolfi
'Ronnie' . . . dancing . . . acting . . . horse-back riding . . . "Know your
lines and don't bump into the furniture" . . . hates self-centered people
. . . "To get ahead in life, you must find your goal and reach it" . . .
college . . . drama.
Service Corps 2, 4; Press Club 2, 3; Radio Club 4; Film Club 4; Social
Committee 4; Operetta 4; Intramural paddleball 4.
49-17 69th Street Woodside, New York

Raymond Philip LaPorte
'Door' . . . girls . . . Hampton Beach . . . surfing and skiing . . .
"Such a hassle!" . . . survived A.P.S. food and a bigger roommate . . .
"Where'd that Wabbit go?" . . . "My interest is in the future because
I'm going to spend the rest of my life there" . . . college . . . dentistry.
Service Corps 1, 2, 3, 4; Ski Club 1, 2, 3; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4;
Intramural basketball 1, 2; Film Club 4.
30 Plymouth Street Lowell, Mass.
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Joseph Mercier Lemire
'The Bear' . . . dances . . . girl . . . camping . . always with Pere Joe
. . . "Every man is dangerous who only cares for one thing" . . .
mechanical engineering.
Explorers 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 2, 3, 4.
31 Germain Street

Worcester, Mass.

John Michael Longden
'Tig' . . . apple pie . . . Mother . . . the girl next door . . . flag football
. . . "In the courtroom of our conscience, we call only witnesses for the
defense" . . . college.
Service Corps 1, 2, 3, 4; Explorers 3, 4; Y.A.F. 3, 4; Sailing Club 3;
Heritage Staff 2, 3; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 1, 4;
Intramural soccer 3, 4; Swimming 3, 4; N.H.S. 4.
35 Laurel Road

Holden, Mass.

Paul Anthony Lubelczyk
'Lulu' . . . Marian girls . . . dances . . . French . . . "Power corrupts
the few, while weakness corrupts the many" . . . college . . . teaching.
214 Beverly Road
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Worcester, Mass.

Kevin Francis Manning
'Kev' . . . 'Man' . . . sports . . . the big GTO . . . water skiing . . .
track . . . the Cream . . . "That's close!" . . . never took to smoking
. . . "Above all else, to thine own self be true" . . . college . . .
teaching.
Explorers 1, 2; Heritage Staff 1, 2; Social Committee 4; Flag football 1,
2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, 4.
9 Ostego Road

Worcester, Mass.

George Raynald Marion
'Gig' . . . 'Hun' . . . "Here today, gone tomorrow" . . . basketball . . .
"You win some — you lose some" . . . college . . . economics.
Service Corps 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3; Intramural soccer 3, 4; Baseball
1; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Football 4.
51 Randall Street

Worcester, Mass.

Gonzalo Alvaro Masias
"I like to play all sports, but I play them bad" . . . reading . . .
swimming . . . horse-back riding . . . college . . . agriculture.
Intramural basketball 4; Soccer 4.
Apartado Postal 862, Mexico 1, D.F., Mexico
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Paul Michael Massaria
'Ben' . . . politics . . . hops on crash diets . . . "What do you mean
you can't read my handwriting?" . . . college . . . political science.
Service Corps 2, 3; Debate Club 2; History Club 3; Art Class 3;
Freedom's House 2, 3, 4; Y.A.F. 2, 3. (Chairman) 4; Chess Club 3; Flag
football 2; N.H.S. 4.
213 Olive Street Bridgeport, Connecticut

Rene Thomas Mathieu
'Rec' . . . transferred from 'Daga'
published in The Clover Collection
do many . . . "When a true genius
him by this sign, that the dunces
. . . college . . . priesthood.

. . . "That's life" . . . had a poem
of Verses . . . dislikes the food, as
appears in the world, you may know
are all in confederacy against him"

Service Corps 3, 4; Choir 3; Pascal Club 4; Editor, Phase II 4; Apostolic
School 3, 4; Flag football 3; Track 3, 4; Honor roll 3, 4.
20 Emerson Street Stanford, Maine

David Joseph McDaniel
'Skeeter' . . . karate . . . paddleball . . . soccer . . . "Give 'em a
break" . . . diving . . . "Feel not sad when left alone, for the wave is
not the outcast of the sea" . . . college . . . law.
Choir 1; Radio Club 2, 3; Explorers 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3; Intramural
basketball 1, 2; Intramural soccer 3; N.H.S. 4; Cum Laude Society 4.
10 North Street Old Greenwich, Connecticut
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Peter Francis McDonald
'Spere' . . . 'Dog' . . . sports statistics . . . Jimi Hendrix . . . hockey
. . . basketball . . . "Aw, c'mon now" . . . hates wearing glasses . . .
"When the going gets tough, the tough get going."
Service Corps 2; Flag football 2; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4;
Baseball 1; Honor roll 2, 4.
112 Cedar Street Clinton, Mass.

Robert Wilder McSheehy
'Damascus' ... the Cream ... the Beatles . . . "Go mind your patch"
. . . hates close-minded people . . . "Can this be phase II of lumpy
gravy?" . . . college . . . medicine.
Service Corps 3, 4; Flag football 1; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4;
Honor roll 1, 2.
57 Winifred Avenue Worcester, Mass.

Peter Michael Mena
'Pedro' . . . girls . . . Italian food . . . good basketball games . . .
"You gotta be kidding me!" . . . hates A.P.S. food . . . college . . .
electrical engineering.
Explorers 1, 2; Radio Club 1, 2; Les Enfants sur La Place 2, 3, 4;
Operetta 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4;
Honor roll 2.
108-50 68 Road Forest Hills, New York
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John Francis Messe
'Jack' . . . life . . . music . . . "Today is yesterday's pupil" . . . could
never memorize Flaggonian definitions . . . college . . . law or
business.
Heritage Staff 2, 3; Ski Club 2; Film Club 4; Flag football 2, 3, 4;
Intramural basketball 2, 3, 4; Swimming 3, 4.
23 Highland Drive Marcellus, New York

Paul P. O'Connor
'Oakie' . . . rootbeer? . . . "You bet" . . . "Are you running with me,
Jesus?" . . . college . . . economics.
Service Corps 3, 4; Explorers 1, 2, 3, 4; Bridge Club 3; Flag football 1, 2,
3; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 4; Basketball (Manager) 2; Football
(Manager) 4.
12 Thorndyke Road Worcester, Mass.

Paul Joseph Orsini
'Orse' . . . good food . . . girls . . . despises A.P.S. food, like everyone
else ... his roommate — no comment . . . "No man is an island."
Service Corps 1, 4; Explorers 1; Choir 1; Y.C.S. 2, 3; Boxing 3; Movie
Committee 3; Calendar Committee 3; Social Committee 3, 4; Flag
football 1; Intramural basketball 1, 3, 4; Intramural soccer 3, 4; Soccer
4; Swimming 4.
167 Ainslie Street Brooklyn, New York
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Denis William Ouellette
'Wee Wee' . . . likes little people . . . dances . . . "Good things come in
small packages" . . . roomed with Ron . . . "Our life is wasted away by
details; simplify, simplify" . . . how do you spell "Assumption?" . . .
college . . . medicine.
Service Corps 3, 4; Explorers (Treasurer) 3, 4; Sailing Club 1, 2; Heritage
Staff 3; Memini Staff 4; Flag football 2, 3; Intramural basketball 2;
Intramural soccer 3, 4; Soccer 3, 4; Social Committee 3, 4; Culture Club
4.
28 Miles Street Millbury, Mass.

Mark George Palazzolo
'The Big Pal' . . . "Curl-free causes cancer" . . . dishes 1, 2, 3, 4 . . .
Patrick who? . . . "We all admire the wisdom of people who come to us
for advice" . . . college . . . psychology.
Service Corps 1, 2, 4; Explorers 1, 2, 3, 4; Y.A.F. 3, 4; Art Class 3, 4;
Flag football 2, 4; Memini 4; Culture Club 4; Operetta 4.
57 Mosely Avenue Staten Island, New York

Warren George Pelletier
'George' . . . classical music . . . midnight showers . . . skiing . . .
organ . . . "Sexy!" . . . "Genius does what it must, talent does what it
can" . . . college . . . priesthood.
Service Corps 3, 4; Ecclesiastical School 3, 4; Choir 3, 4; Pascal Club 4;
Staff Phase II 4; Senior Life-saving 4; Les Enfants sur La Place 4;
Operetta 4; Swimming 4; Honor roll 4; N.H.S. 4; Cum Laude Society 4.
25 Elizabeth Avenue Caribou, Maine
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Kenneth Joseph Petersen
'Pish Tush' . . . those eighth period studies . . . football . . . "It is our
responsibilities, not ourselves, that we should take seriously" . . .
college . . . teaching.
Operetta 2, 3, 4; Flag football 1; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 4; Baseball
1; Track 2, 3, 4; Football 3, 4.
84 Auburn Street Cherry Valley, Mass.

Barry Paul Peterson
Hates nicknames . . . "What good are you?" . . . girls . . . sports . . .
underground music ... to be alone and think . . . travel . . . "WHY?"
. will never be a spectator or a follower . . . college . . . commercial
pilot.
Explorers 1, 2, 3, 4; Rifle Club 1; Y.A.F. 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2;
Intramural basketball 1, 2; Football 4; Swimming 3, 4.
8015 Carey Branch Drive Oxon Hill, Maryland.

Francis William Prunier
'Ducky' . . . football . . . helping people . . . despises Saturday classes
and long school days . . . "Exhilaration is the feeling you get just after
a great idea hits you, and just before you realize what's wrong with it"
. . . college . . . social work.
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Prom Committee 4; Flag football 1; Intramural basketball 2, 3, 4;
Intramural soccer 3, 4; Basketball 1; Track 1, 2; Football 2, 3, 4.
85 William Street Worcester, Mass.

Stephen Paul Raczynski
'Raz' . . . mint julips . . . sports — all . . . "Never do today what you
can put off for tomorrow" . . . college.
Service Corps 4; Flag football 1, 2; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4;
Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4.
225 West Mountain Street Worcester, Mass.

Charles Thomas Roseel
'Chuck' . . . basketball . . . history ... the opposite sex . . . good
food . . . "Like fun you did!" . . . "Mind and heart have energies of
which the body knows nothing" . . . college.
Heritage Staff 1, 2, 3; Explorers 3, 4; Rifle Club 3, 4; Flag football 1;
Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 2, 3, 4; Soccer 2, 3;
Cross-Country 4; Honor roll 4.
North Spencer Road Spencer, Mass.

Edward Francis St. Germain
'Eddy' . . . girls . . . dumb jokes . . . life . . . school vacations in
Quebec . . . "Duh, you joshing me?" . . . hates breaking shoe laces
. . . snobs . . . "Mankinds happiest moments are the blank pages of
history" . . . college . . . architecture.
Service Corps 1, 2, 3, 4; Explorers 3, 4; Flag football 1; Intramural
basketball 1, 2; Swimming 3, 4.
33 Ashmore Road Worcester, Mass
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Frederick John Sapula
'Freddie' . . . sports cars ... ski trips . . . soccer . . . girls . . .
"Ribbit" . . . "As a final incentive before giving up a difficult task, try
to imagine it successfully accomplished by someone you violently
dislike" . . . college . . . architecture.
Ski Club 3, 4; Intramural soccer 3, 4; Intramural basketball 3, 4; Soccer
3, 4.
Elizabeth Road Framingham, Connecticut

Paul Andrew Stipek
'Stip* . . . 'Spike' . . . military novels .
can't stand monotone-voiced teachers
sake . . . "Are you a registered idiot or
is a bad form of government, but it

. . cribbage . . . basketball . . .
. . . homework for homework s
a free agent?" . . . "Democracy
is better than any other" . . .

college . . . military.
Explorers 1, 2, 3, 4; Rifle Club 2, 3, 4; Math Club 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2;
Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Cross-Country 3, 4; N.H.S. 3, 4; Honor
roll 1, 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude 4.
33 Delawanda Drive Worcester, Mass.

Thomas Edward Vienneau
'Tom' . . . 'T.V.' . . . math . . . science!!! . . . "Yeah!" . . . member of
the maintenance crew . . . hates dense people ... "I believe that in
the end the truth will conquer" . . . college . . . teaching.
Explorers 1, 2, 3, 4; Math Club 2, 3, 4; Flag football 2; N.H.S. 3, 4;
Honor roll 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude 4.
6 Greendale Avenue Worcester, Mass.
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Richard Stanley Wallace
'Wally' . . . sports, especially football . . . never gets enough sleep . . .
"To be or not to be, that is the question."
Explorers 1; (Treasurer) 2, (Vice-president) 3, (President) 4; Radio Club
2; Service Corps 2, 3, 4; Flag football 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural basketball 1,
2, 3, 4; Volleyball 1; Intramural soccer 3, 4; Tennis (Manager) 1.
Hazelwood Drive Baltic, Connecticut

John Gerard Waring
'Jack' . . . girls . . . money . . . electronics . . . sleep . . . "If at first
you don't succeed, you're running about average" . . . despises A.P.S.
food . . . "Never in my life have I met a man I didn't like."
Service Corps 2, 3, 4; Radio Club 2, 3; Explorers 3, 4; Les Enfants sur
La Place 3, 4; Flag football 3; Intramural basketball 2.
Hillcrest North Broadway Saratoga Springs, New York

Robert Harold Warner
'Waska' . . . New England Prep School All-Star . . . "Hey Javelin!
(pertaining to his AMX super sport) . . . reknown for his laugh . . .
"Men may be convinced, but they can not be pleased, against their
will."
Flag football 1, 2, 3; Intramural soccer 3, 4; Baseball 1; Basketball 1, 2,
3, (Co-captain) 4; Football 4.
318 Highland Street Worcester, Mass.
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Leo Brian Wegemer
'Wang' . . . track . . . FM radio . . . swimming . . . "Yes, but .
. . . Assumption Prep "meals?" . . . "Know thyself" . . . college
priesthood.
Service Corps 4; Senior Lifesaving 3, 4; Flag football 3; Intramural
basketball 3, 4; Intramural soccer 4; Honor roll 3, 4.
515 Pearl Street Mars, Pennsylvania

Raymond Michael Welsh
'Ray' . . . girls . . . swimming . . . vacations . . . water skiing . . .
"Take it easy — or any other way you can get it" . . . can't stand
science lab stools . . . boring profs . . . college . . . engineering.
Service Corps 3, 4; Explorers 1, 2, 3, 4; Rifle Club 3, 4; Flag football 1,
2, 3; Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4.
Manning Street Jefferson, Mass.

Joseph Wilson
'Sugar Bear' . . . football . . . "You're jiving" . . . enjoys meeting
people . . . "Don't put off today for tomorrow" . . . college . . .
accounting.
Football 4; Basketball 4.
16 Dunreath Street Roxbury, Mass.
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John Paul Wolkonowicz
A car nut . . . restores antique radios ... a quiet member of the class
. . . hates school on Saturdays . . . "In a democracy, the votes of the
vicious and stupid count. But under any other system they might be
running the show" . . . college . . . electrical engineering.
Debate Club 1; Radio Club 3.
11 Hartford Road Worcester, Mass.
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th„ Commandant

SoleetiTs Service Department
Washington, D.C. 005^7
Mark 0, ralazzolo
670 West boyIston Street
Worcester, Mass. ulovt
Dear harkt
Oreotings! We have received word from your seoondary solool
history instructor that you are approaching your eighteenth
birthday and, judging fro* your performance in hie olass,
you will not be aooepted into the college of your ohoios.
un your eighteenth birthday, then, you should report to your
local draft board.

See you at Con Thi enI

Sincerely,

Lewis B, Herahey iGen,/
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student-faculty senate
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The Student-Faculty Senate is a two-year-old institution
which has as a goal an effective communication among
the three major sectors of the Prep — students, faculty,
and administration. Each class, along with the faculty,
elects representatives to the Senate. Meetings are held
weekly, and most are open to the general student body.
Under the leadership of President Brett Devine, the
Senate has, throughout the year, made a concerted effort
to gain better living and study conditions for students.
Although the Senate did not, of course, accomplish all its
specific goals, it was instrumental in the elimination of
Saturday classes and the installation of locks on student
rooms. In the long run, however, the largest success of
the Senate is the achievement of co-operation and
dialogue within the school.
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math club

The Math Club, otherwise known as Mu Alpha Theta, is
devoted to the student who has strong ability and avid
interest in the study of mathematics. The organization
attempts to develop a student's understanding of
mathematical principles and to provide a deeper insight
into the subject than can be gained through normal
classroom work.
Mr. Fields and Mr. Corbeil are the moderators of the
group, which periodically engages in competition with
other Worcester County math clubs. Yung Sung Chang,
Richard Belmonte, and William Goulet provide strong
competition in these meets; nonetheless, all members of
the club have ample opportunity to participate in its
activities.

yaf
History has shown mankind that, through the ages, civilizations which have
enjoyed the benefits of liberty have indeed been rare. Consequently, the
members of YAF believe that free men must cherish and defend their liberty,
lest it be lost.
Young Americans for Freedom feel that, on the campus, there exists a clear
need for an organization dedicated to the preservation of our liberty. At
Assumption Prep, Douglas MacArthur YAF, under the leadership of Paul
Massaria, has sponsored a program of speakers and films, in order to provide a
presentation of a rational, responsible conservative viewpoint. In December,
for example, YAF's National Chairman Alan MacKay spoke on "youth and
freedom"; his speech was both well-delivered and well-received.
YAF membership is open to all who hold to the Sharon Statement, YAF's
credo, and students are especially encouraged to join.
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memini
The aim of the "Memini" staff is, of course, to publish a yearbook, a
history of a class. More than that, this staff's goal is to capture the
spirit, the mood of the Class of 1969.
The core of the yearbook staff must, for efficiency's sake, be quite
small, but almost every senior contributes in some way to the
publication of a yearbook. Many go hunting for ads, many write
articles and share their diverse ideas, and others arrange a dance for
the benefit of the "Memini". To those who have co-operated, the
staff extends its sincerest thanks and hopes this yearbook will do the
class credit.

rifle club
Open to Explorers only, the Rifle Club provides its members an
opportunity to test their marksmanship skill at the group's
target range at Oakham. Fr. Joseph Fredette is the club's
faculty adviser, while Mr. Bill Donne and Mr. James Malo give
instruction to the members.
The Rifle Club is a chapter of the National Rifle Association and
takes part in organized shooting competition. Andy Vikitset, for
example, holds a first prize trophy for a Massachusetts Rifle
Association championship.

POST ;

ASSUMPTION H
WOUCIS
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Explorer Post 31, one of the most active groups at Assumption Prep, comprises
the third largest post in the nation and, for three successive years, has been
recognized by Parents' Magazine as an excellent youth group.
From September to November, Post members were offered rifle shooting on
Wednesdays and weekends. When the snows came, the Explorers sponsored
skiing at Ward Hill and Mount Wachusett. Also, Explorers are offered life-saver
training and bowling at reduced rates.
Father Joseph Fredette continues to be the faculty adviser, while Paul Fontaine
serves as President. Under their leadership, the Post sponsored many spring
activities, such as dances, splash-parties, and fishing trips.
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service corps

The Service Corps is one of Assumption Prep's
largest group activities and is undoubtedly one of the
student body's most worthwhile endeavors. Corps
members spend alternate Wednesday afternoons
helping the disadvantaged — either working with the
boys at the Nazareth Home and John Augustus Hall
or working with "The Little Sisters of the
Assumption". Also, some of the members work with
retarded children at Our Lady of Mercy School.
Under the direction of Fr. Roger and President Tom
Hickey, the Service Corps sponsored a spring dance,
"Tombola II", to help the Assumptionists build a
school in Chile. At their general meetings held once a
month and at their bi-monthly assignments, Service
Corps members develop a sense of social awareness.
Membership is open to all, and all are encouraged to
join.
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heritage

In a student community such as that at Assumption Prep,
a newspaper is necessary, first of all, to report the news of
the school and, more importantly, to serve as a means of
dialogue between the administrative and faculty sector
and the student sector. This was the goal of this year's
"Heritage".
Support by students and faculty was enthusiastic and
contributed much to the success of Assumption's
newspaper. The "Heritage", we feel, has succeeded not
only as a news publication but also as a valuable link in
this academic community.
As G. K. Chesterton once said, "The world does not need
new truths nearly so much as new ways to express old
truths". This is the motto of the "Heritage".
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international club
The International Club, composed entirely of
students studying away from their native
countries, is a means by which foreign
students can help themselves adjust to a
strange — and sometimes hostile —
environment. At their weekly meetings,
problems relevant to their situations are
discussed with the help of faculty advisers Fr.
Joseph Fredette and Mr. Ronald Pacy.
Under the leadership of President Gilbert
Dominique, the club presented an assembly
for the entire student body. Dominique
discussed life in his homeland, Haiti, Jim
Chang spoke of conditions in Nationalist
China, and Gonzalo Masias gave a short
lecture on his native Peru. The presentation
was truly enlightening and was one of the
year's best.

culture club
The Culture Club, under the direction of Fr. George
Charland, is a select group, open to those senior
resident students who share an interest in the fine
arts and are willing to spend some time studying the
works of the great masters. The Culture Club is also
known as Alpha Rho Tau, the Greek letters which
form the word "art".
This year, presentations were given by Fr. George, Fr.
Jean, and Fr. Edward, as well as by the students
themselves. During the month of May, the group was
treated to an evening in Boston, thoroughly enjoyed
by everyone.

stamp club

The Stamp Club was initiated two years ago by
a group of underclassmen who enjoyed stamp
collecting and, since then, has been open to all
who share an interest in this fascinating hobby.
The club provides a relaxing break from the
day-to-day academic routine and an opportunity
for members to trade stamps.
Stamp collecting is, for some, a profitable
investment; for most philatelists, however, it is
simply a worthwhile pleasure. Chairman Ron
Duquette contends that stamp collecting can be
a refreshing, relaxing means to learn both the
history and culture of the United States and of
other nations.

fiataMMM
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radio club

The Radio Club, under the instruction
of Fr. Henry Roy, is intended for those
students who have a practical interest
in electronics. At their meetings,
members are taught the function and
operation of radios.
Much to the delight of Fr. Gregory, the
club recently moved its headuqarters
from the Physics Laboratory to its own
room on the ground floor of the main
building. All who are interested in
radios are invited to join.
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film club
The Film Club is one of the school's newest
extracurricular activities; it is also one of its
largest and most active organizations. Under
the guidance of faculty advisers Mr. Ronald
Pacy and Mr. Anthony St. Germain, the club's
members, mostly seniors, have made several
short films, thus gaining experience in both
photography and in acting. Films are certainly
becoming an increasing influence on modern
life; the Film Club is aware of this and attempts
to acquaint its members with the techniques
and applications of this hobby.
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social committee

The Social Committee has sponsored most of
the coed activities this year. Several
well-planned dances were successfully run by
them. Thanks to Orsini and Mena and
everybody, the whole school always has a lot of
fun. The Student Center was also created by the
Social Committee, but they are not responsible
for the mess it is in now. Mr. Luke Foley is the
head of the Social Committee; he is a good
head. In conclusion the Social Committee to us
is very valuable 'cause without it you wouldn't
see much broads around this place. Thank you
Social Committee!

le mystere de la passion
For ten consecutive years, Les Enfants
sur la Place have presented productions
by such French playwrights as Racine,
Claudel, and Moliere. To Fr. Gerard is
due the credit for the troupe's success
— though he continually refuses to
accept it.
This year, probably the last of the
tradition, "Le Mystere de la Passion", a
fifteenth century passion play by Arnoul
Greban, was put on at the school. Said
by Fr. Gerard to have been the most
beautiful of all the French plays, this
drama depicted important episodes
from both the Old and New
Testaments. Intense acting brought this
four hundred-year-old production to
vivid life. The lead roles were filled by
Gilbert Dominique, Christian Joubert,
Gabrielle Culhane, Richard Lepoutre,
Denis Ouellette, Alan Bonneau, Joanne
Grenier, and Julie Ouellete.

mr. crane

Under the tireless direction of Fr. Ulric Charpentier,
the students of Assumption Prep and Venerini
Academy delighted their audiences with their three
presentations of "Mr. Crane", a musical comedy in
two acts. A twentieth century version of Washington
Irving's "Legend of Sleepy Hollow", the play's lead
roles were played by Mark Palazzolo as Ike Crane,
Elissa DiRienzo as Kathy Van Tassel, Joe Wilson as
burly Tom Bones, and Diane Viscosi as Dean
Roberts.
This was the third consecutive year that Fr. Ricky has
presented a musical comedy at the school, and his
cast did him credit. Congratulations are due to all
who took part in the operetta.
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work program
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The Work Program is the only activity listed on these
pages in which membership is not voluntary. Each
student is required to spend some of his free time
working without compensation for the school. The
average amount of time put in by the student is one
or two hours a week, but many work three or four
hours while others do next to nothing.
The program, designed three years ago to cut the
school's operating costs, is directed by a full-time
administrator, Mr. Leonard Hubbard. Students fill
many types of jobs, from snow-shoveling to
card-filing in the library, from office and laboratory
work to dishwashing. The Work Program plays an
important, though sometimes distasteful, role in each
student's stay at Assumption, and, who knows, it
may even play a positive role in his development.

Despite a season's record of only two wins and five losses, the Assumption Prep
football team, led by coaches Ralph Raymond and Luke Foley, completed one of
its most memorable seasons in recent years. Sparked by the brilliant passing
and running of Joe Wilson, it appeared that this year's team could, indeed, be
a great one. However, because of early season injuries to Wilson, the offense
was severely weakened. Yet great team efforts, led by MVP Mike Gagnon and
Coachs' Award winner Fran Prunier, did stem the tide of defeat in many
games.
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2 wins
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption

18
0
20
6
0
12
18

5 losses

Cardinal Cushing
Providence Country Day
Lawrence
Tabor
Thayer
Winchendon
Kingswood

12
34
6
41
55
38
46
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A strong cross-country team, paced by co-captains
Larry Desmarais and Joe May, successfully
completed a busy season with an impressive record
of nine wins and four losses. Under the watchful eyes
of Head Coach Robert Cormier and Coach James
McManus, a squad composed mainly of
underclassmen developed into the fastest running
team Assumption has seen. Senior Larry Desmarais
was without question the most consistent runner on
the team, but it was depth, the team effort that won
the meets. From the performance of this group, Mr.
Cormier has promising teams to look forward to in
the future.
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Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption

65
15
32
40
29
15
23
24
15
19
18
15

9 wins 4 losses
Exeter 18
Portsmouth
Cardinal Cushing
Wore. Tech Frosh
Deerfield
Lawrence
Webster
Wilbraham
Worcester Academy
Thayer
St. Andrew's
Marianapolis
Winchendon

72
45
25
21
26
40
38
37
40
41
41
40

r

After a poor start, during which they lost their first
four matches, Carmelo Bazzano's soccer team
rebounded to win four and tie three of their final ten
games. First and last it was a team, abounding in
great spirit and energy but, most important,
abounding in talent. Led by captain Gilbert
Dominique, the team provided stiff competition for
all opponents throughout the season.
The team will be suffering greatly from the loss of
many talented seniors, among whom are Bob
Andreoli, Paul Fontaine, Yung Sung Chang, Bill
Goulet, and Bob Howarth, who starred at defense
though this was his first season of varsity soccer.
Nonetheless, a promising group of underclassmen
may make next year's team one of the best ever at
the Prep.

4 wins
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption

0
0
2
1
1
3
2
3
3
0
2
1
0
0

7 losses

3 ties

Lawrence
Auburn
Wore. Tech. Frosh
Cushing
Cardinal Cushing
Webster
Clark J.V.
Thompson
The Christian School
Providence C.D.
Thayer
St. Andrew's
Moses Brown
Winchendon

1 win
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
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51
18
36
40
34
46
37
41

7 losses

Worcester Tech Frosh
Williston J.V.
Leominster
Moses Brown
Fitchburg
Worcester Acad. J.V.
Gardner
Winchendon

44
77
59
54
52
49
58
54

Mr. Donald Labrie's swimming team, which came
into existence only last year, found very quickly that
inexperience can cause defeats. The team, under Mr.
Labrie's able coaching, took on such powerful teams
as Leominster, Worcester Academy, and Williston
Academy. Although the season's record was only one
win as compared with seven losses, many individual
records were broken, and a strong group of
underclassmen holds the key to many wins in the
future.

Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
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61
68
50
61
70
72
51
83
58

New Prep
Cushing
Roxbury Latin
Christian School
Winchendon
Thompson
Kingswood
Williston
Tabor

12 wins 6 losses
Assumption 54
49
Assumption 64
56
39
Assumption 72
Assumption 62
43
Assumption 57
31
Assumption 54
60
59
Assumption 69
55
Assumption 57
47
Assumption 49

Choate
Hopkins
New Hampton
Cushing
Wilbraham
Thayer
Providence C.D.
Kingsley Hall
Wilbraham

64
72
51
60
61
39
36
68
81

Assumption Prep has always been proud of its
basketball teams, and this year was no exception.
Newcomer Joe Wilson, veteran seniors Mark Cragan
and Bobby Warner, along with juniors Rick Riley and
Rick Mello, gave Coach Charles Bibaud a winning
season with twelve wins and six losses.
The team got off to a good start, winning its first six
games. New Prep was easily squelched, 61-49, and
the Monks won the first annual Assumption Prep
Invitational Tournament by beating Cushing
Academy and Roxbury Latin School. By beating
Roxbury, the team handed Coach Bibaud his 250th
win as Assumption's basketball coach.
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Sparked by Cragan's ball-handling ability, Riley's
deadly shooting accuracy, and Joe Wilson's
all-around basketball expertise, the Monks were
able to provide stiff competition for all opponents
and to win six of their final twelve games. Kingswood and Choate, always tough teams, defeated
the Monks, but such teams as Thompson,
Williston, and Tabor succumbed to the Monks'
blistering attack.
The Monks' regular-season performance earned them
a berth in the New England Prep School
Championships, but the season ended on a
disappointing note as they were crushed by
Wilbraham, 81-49, in the quarter-finals.

Under Coach Bob Flagg, in his last year of managing
Assumption's varsity baseball team, the Monks had
one of their most disappointing seasons in recent
years. Yet with a little bit of luck, in three or four
close ball games, this could have been a successful
winning season. However, because of lack of depth in
the pitching ranks, good hitting was often wasted.
Led by Mark Cragan, Mike Gagnon, and Tom Hickey,
the team piled up such high scores as 16, 10, 13, 16,
and 7 runs, yet lost two of these games despite the
high number of runs. All in all, it was a season for
rebuilding, preparing the underclassmen for a
winning season in the spring of 1970.
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Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption

16
10
1
5
13
2
5
4
4
2
3
16
7

3
13
5
11
1
10
6
Thayer| double header 5
5
Thayer J
0
New Prep
Chesire
6
10
Cranwell
11
Williston

Thompson
Holy Cross Frosh
Wore. Tech Frosh
Tabor
Monson
Kingswood
Kingsley Hall
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It seems that whenever Coach Bob Cormier takes
over a team it becomes a winner, and Assumption's
track team in the spring of 1969 was no exception.
Finishing with an outstanding record of 7-2 was
reason for satisfaction, certainly, but closing with a
win over strong Worcester Academy made the season
seem perfect. Led by three-sport star Joe Wilson and
Rick Riley, an outstanding array of dedicated
competitors fought past such track powers as
Suffield and Thayer. And even the two losses were
nothing to be ashamed of, for both were close and
lost to college teams.
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Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption

58
107
70
60
89
85
94
74
69

Assumption College
Marianapolis
Thayer
Wore. Tech Frosh
Williston
Belmont Hill
Cranwell
Suffield
Worcester Academy

73
23
61
71
42
46
36
57
61
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Despite fine individual efforts by MVP winner Jim
Reynolds and Bob Hess, the varsity tennis team was
unable to follow last season's highly successful play
with another winning year. This spring it seemed that
the Monks' opponents were simply too overpowering
and talented. Yet Emile Trahan, coach of the team
for the last few years, can look forward to next year
and the return of many promising underclassmen for
a successful spring on the courts.
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Providence Country Day
7
Assumption
Worcester
Academy
0
Assumption
forfeit
over
Winchendon
Assumption won by
Thayer
1
Assumption
Kingswood
0
Assumption
Cranwell
Assumption
6
LaSalle
2
Assumption

2
9
8
9
3
7

cumlaude society

national honor society
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r

macarthur's park
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senior banquet . . .

. . . and the speakers

. . . and the awards

. . . and the memories.
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academic awards

136

graduation
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Congratulations and the best of luck1 W e of lonng are proud
of the part we have

had in helping to make your clossbook

a

permanent reminder of your school years, recording with photo
graphs one of
life'

We

the

hope that,

happiest

and most

exciting times of

just a s you h a v e chosen

your

us as your doss

photographer, you will continue to think of l o n n g Studios when
you want photographs to help you remember other momentou1
days

to

sure of

come!

When

you

choose

lormg

the finest craftsmanship at the

portraits,

you

ore

most moderate prices!

LORIVG 0 STUDIOS
New England's Largest School Photographers

COMPLIMENTS OF

NORTON COMPANY
WORCESTER, MASS.
MmmMi

COMPLIMENTS OF

MR. AND MRS.

PAUL M. MASSARIA
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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W. E. AUBUCHON
CO., INC.
EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE SINCE 1908
98 STORES IN NEW ENGLAND AND NEW
YORK
William E. Aubuchon, Jr., President, Class of 1934
J. Paul Aubuchon, Vice-President, Class of 1931
Peter J. Aubuchon, Vice-President, Class of 1942
Bernard W. Aubuchon, Secretary, Class of 1944
William E. Aubuchon, Treasurer, Honorary Alumnus, 1968
John B. Aubuchon, Assistant Treasurer, Honorary Alumnus, 1968

GOOD LUCK,
SENIORS!
ASSUMPTION
COLLEGE
ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

THEATRE MOTOR
LODGE
JUNCTION OF ROUTES 5 AND 9
BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT
PHONE (802) AL 4-4583

First in America with in-room entertainment. See and hear new Cinemascope
movies in your room, free! 62 units, 16 steam baths, color TV, superb food,
rathskeller, heated pool, lounge.

MR. AND MRS.

J. ARTHUR CHOINIERE
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DR. AND MRS.

PHILIPPE W. OUELLETTE

CONGRATULATIONS!

CIOCIOLO BUILDERS
CUSTOM HOMES

MR. AND MRS.
DEA WOONG CHANG
WEST BOYLSTON, MASS.
PUSAN,SO. KOREA

PHONE 853-3400

WITH BEST WISHES
OAKDALE NURSING HOME

Compliments of

EASTERN SPECIALTIES CO.,
INC.
86 North Main Street

HOLYOKE, MASS.

Oakdale, Massachusetts
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DIEGES & CLUST

SERVING THE PREP

Providence, Rhode Island
your

CLASS RING
SPECIALISTS

BLUE RIBBON VENDING

LAPORTE DRUG CO., INC.
Prepare Today
For Your Higher Education
Save Regularly This Year
At

Established 1922
(combined with LaPorte hos
pital and surgical supplies)
60 Mammoth Road

LOWELL, MASS.

WORCESTER
FEDERAL SAVINGS
and Loan

ASSOCIATION
22 Pearl-Elm Street
Worcester, Massachusetts
Resources Over $325,000,000
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MENARD'S AUTO BODY CO.,
INC.
Complete Auto Body
Rebuilding and Refinishing
314 West Boylston Street
West Boylston, Massachusetts

LANE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
TRUK-AWAY, INC.
853-3459
Servicing Worcester County for
ten years with efficient and
reliable containerized rubbish
removal.
124 Hartwell Street
West Boylston, Mass.

ROBERT ROLLINS
BLAZERS
INC.
Designers and Manufacturers
of the
Assumption Prep Blazer
242 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10003

compliments of
Compliments of

GREENDALE PHARMACY
452 West Boylston St.
Worcester, Mass. 01606

"CHARLIE & RITA"
GREENDALE
SPA & RESTAURANT

CONGRATULATIONS!
Compliments of

ETHIER'S VILLAGE STORE
BARRE PLAINS, MASS.

CLASS OF 1969
MR. & MRS.
DOUGLAS PETERSON
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In Memory of

the deceased parents,

friends, and relatives

of the Senior Class

SILVER STAR PATRONS

MR. & MRS. CARL B. DEVINE

MR. WILFRED D. GAGNON

MR. & MRS. JOHN H. HAVENS

MR. & MRS. ROBERT F. HESS

MR. & MRS. TOFE JOSEPH

GOLD STAR PATRONS
BOB'S BARBER SHOP

DR. & MRS. GEORGE E. CASAUBON

DR. JOHN R. GOULD

MR. & MRS. THOMAS A. HICKEY

IRVING LEVITT CO., INC.

DR. & MRS. JOHN J. MANNING

DR. & MRS. J. EDWARD L. PRUNIER

MEMINI
Volume LXI • 1969

editors
Henry W. Davis
Roger P. Joseph

art
Denis W. Ouellette
Mark G. Palazzolo

business
Richard A. Choiniere

literary assistant
John J. Doerr

photography
Brett M. Devine
Paul M. Massaria

AFTERWORD
The Class of 1969, more than any previous graduating class, represents the
transformation of Assumption Prep. With this in mind, we designed this
yearbook. We have tried to capture the changes in attitude as well as the
physical changes which have transpired during our four years at the Prep.
Whatever success we may have had is due to the diligence of our faculty
adviser, Mr. Brunelle, and to the efforts of our hard-working staff. Whatever
failures we may have had are due to these same people - and to ourselves.
We'd like to say that publishing this yearbook was a pleasure, and, looking
back, it was. There were, however, frequent occasions throughout the year when
it was anything but a pleasure. Creativity can be stunted by such factors as
time, money, and an unending series of term papers.
Finally, to the members of the graduating class, we can only say that you're on
your own now, and we hope that this "Memini" may contribute to your
memories of your years at Assumption.

Henry W. Davis
Roger P. Joseph
Editors
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